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Update on previous meeting goals

1. PEN automation project implemented
2. Reviewing XML schemas for initial set of registries (working with the IESG on first review of schemas)
3. Beta IANA website

http://beta.iana.org/

Feedback wanted!
SLA Deliverables Completed

3rd Month (Reporting period March 1-31, 2007)
✓ Documented functions performed for IETF

4th Month (Reporting period April 1-28, 2007)

5th Month (Reporting period May 1-31, 2007)

6th Month (Reporting period June 1-30, 2007)
✓ IESG transparency into requests
✓ 90%+ of requests processed within goals
✓ Identified areas for improvement and modified processes

All deliverables were reported either in a monthly report or a separate report to the IETF-IANA Committee.
Current Issues

- Continue SLA implementation
- Statistics collection and presentation
- Continue XML project for IANA registries
- Examine possible integration tools
- Continue review of IANA Matrix
- Port Number processes review
- Continued improvements in processing times
Next Meeting Goals

Complete deliverables for next 5 months
(Reporting periods July 1 - November 30, 2007)

Includes:

- Work to integrate IANA’s ticketing system with IETF and RFC-Editor tracking systems
- Inventory all RFCs to make sure IANA actions were performed (extended from 6th month deliverable)
- Review existing SLA and begin discussions on future version
Statistics

- Working with the IETF-IANA Committee to determine which statistics are most meaningful (also visual representation of charts)
- Statistics are now more accurate (older tickets with inaccurate data have been resolved)
- Still have issues with how IANA’s ticketing system handles some ticket transactions (queue changes and merging tickets)
- Development of new database to extract statistics for reports and charts is being discussed
- The statistics show that IANA is performing well!

Questions?

- If you have any questions please send an e-mail to michelle.cotton@icann.org